Phantoms in Radiotherapy
This section will be devoted to dosimetric phantoms and bolus which are the most frequently used phantoms in radiotherapy. Two types of dosimetric phantoms are important, the standard phantom and the body phantom. Imaging phantoms are used sometimes in the assessment of the imaging capabilities of radiotherapy simulators and portable imaging devices. Of growing importance are computational models of selected parts of the body, used in theoretical studies of the distribution of absorbed dose from internal and external radiation sources. Imaging phantoms and computational models are not included here but are to be found in Sections 5 and 8, respectively.
Standard dosimetric phantoms are used in radiotherapy to compare irradiations under standard conditions (see Table B .2. 70). They provide volumes of tissue substitute for the measurement of absorbed dose and are large enough to ensure that essentially the full contribution to the absorbed dose from scattered radiation is received at the point of measurement.
Although other tissue substitutes are used in standard phantoms, water is often the material of choice because of its acceptable and reproducible composition and availability with the necessary purity for radiation dosimetry. However, there may be other applications in which a solid material is more convenient and preferable. Solid substitute materials such as polystyrene, WTl ("Solid Water"), RW-1 and RW-3 [Constantinou, 1978; Constantinou et al., 1982; Hermann et al., 1985; Harder et al., 1989; ICRU Report 44 (ICRU, 1989) ] are typical examples.
The standard phantom was originally defined for photon radiotherapy [ICRU Report 23 (ICRU, 1973) ]. It was defined as 'a homogenous phantom of 30 cm x 30 cm square cross-section and 20 cm deep.' Water was considered to be sufficiently 'tissue equivalent' for use in the phantom. The physical dimensions of the phantom were such that it extended laterally to leave a margin of 5 cm around the primary photon beam.
The definition of a standard phantom for electron therapy involves many of the same considerations as those for photon therapy. The radiation interaction processes result in the same mechanisms for energy deposition. The standard phantom recommended for electron therapy [ICRU Report 35 (ICRU, 1984) ] is a 30 cm cube. The phantom is convenient for any energy used and for most clinical situations. For electrons with ranges less than 25 cm, shallower phantoms can be used. The total depth should be 5 cm greater than the practical range [ICRU Report 35 21 (ICRU, 1984) ] . Water is the recommended tissue substitute, but electron stopping power and range data are available for normalization in solid phantoms (acrylic 3 , polystyrene and WTl) to equivalent values in water [Constantinou et al., 1982; ICRU Report 35 (ICRU, 1984) ].
Unlike photons or electrons, neutrons lose energy through interactions with the nuclei of the constituent elements of tissue. Therefore, the considerations in formulation of tissue substitutes are somewhat different. If the neutron has an energy below a few MeV, interactions with hydrogen and nitrogen predominate, and the concentrations of those two elements in the tissue to be simulated should be accurately duplicated in the tissue substitute. At higher energies, the oxygen and carbon contents are important. In practice, it has not been found possible to produce a solid substitute that has suitable oxygen and carbon contents. If precise oxygen/carbon contents are critical, liquid substitutes must be considered. Unlike photon and electron interactions, the presence of trace quantities of higher atomic number materials (Z > 10) is not particularly significant in these phantoms.
The dimensional considerations for neutron therapy are, of course, close to those for electrons and photons. As a result, an open-top, 30 cm cubic liquid-filled container is recommended for radiation dosimetry. The walls of the container should be approximately 6 mm thick to prevent flexing, and the preferred material is acrylic. A thinner beam entrance window (about 3 mm) is suggested to permit ionization chamber measurements that are not significantly perturbed by the plastic wall at shallow depths. Water is the simplest material for use in liquid-filled phantoms, and provides results within 1 % of soft tissue at depths of2 to 12 cm ford+ T and d(15) +Be neutrons [ICRU Report 45 (ICRU, 1990) ]. At higher energies, differences of several percent can occur between water and soft tissue (Mijnheer et al., 1981) , so that an elementally equivalent liquid simulating muscle (skeletal) with a mass density of 1040 to 1050 kg m-3 would be ideal. However, the central-axis percentage depth-dose curves for water almost coincide with those in such a muscle substitute of density 1040 kg m-3 (Catterall and Bewley, 1979; Awshalom et al., 1983; and Vynckier et al., 1984) . Water has been found to be valid as a suitable medium for the low as well as the high energy therapeutic neutron beams. The lower mass density of water is compen- Deutsches Institut fiir Normung (DIN, 1980 (DIN, , 1990 Hohlfeld, 1987 Hohlfeld, , 1990 American Solid homogeneous phantoms of acrylic, polystyrene or Al50 plastic allowed; acrylic preferred; scaling and fluence ratio corrections given. Phantom size: 30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm (Minimum) Water-filled container -Allowed for 150 kV-2 MV (air preferred) -preferred for 2 MV, cobalt-60, cesium-137 (air allowed) -recommended for > 2 MV Phantom size: At least 5 cm greater than field size on all edges and 10 cm beyond depth of measurement. Water-filled container; solid homogeneous phantoms of acrylic or polystyrene allowed for both photons and electrons. All absorbed-dose measurements referenced to water; conversion and corrections factors discussed. a
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The aim of clinical dosimetry is to plan and deliver the pattern of dosage with an uncertainty of less than 5% (see Section 3.1). To achieve this accuracy, strict tolerances on physical dimensions are necessary.
The external physical dimensions of a standard phantom used in radiotherapy should be equal to, or greater than the nominal recommended values. The depth used for reference measurements depends on the type and energy of radiation being used and the national or international protocol that has been adopted (see Table 4 .1) . Typically, these are in the range 1 to 10 cm, with 5 cm the most common. Whatever protocol is used, the depth of the radiation detector from the surface of the phantom should be known to within 0.1 mm. These tolerances are easily met with solid tissue substitutes such as acrylics, polystyrene and WTl, but more difficult with contained liquids, especially those in open-top containers.
When a dosimetric phantom is used for depth-dose determinations, the overall thickness of the phantom and the depths of the radiation detectors from the surface should be known to within 0.1 mm. More stringent tolerances may be necessary at low photon energies ( < 30 keV) for shallow measurement depths ( <3 mm).
Body phantoms are used in radiotherapy dosimetry for evaluating treatment procedures (for example, Tables B.2. 11, B.2.12, B.2.13) . However, difficulties arise because anatomical variations can cause substantial differences in absorbed doses received by different individuals undergoing identical radiation treatment procedures. In the larger person, the integral dose is higher than that in average subjects, and the absorbed doses received by specific organs are generally lower. Consequently, the absorbed doses measured with a generalized body phantom may be used to determine average absorbed doses, but the absorbed doses received by individual patients may differ substantially. Generalized body phantoms are, therefore, not recommended for the dosimetry of actual patients [ICRU Report 24 (ICRU, 1976) ]. The plastic molds used by some radiotherapy centers for fixation purposes can, after simple modifications, be filled with water and used for selected dosimetric purposes (Mijnheer, 1988) .
Body phantoms range from those with simple geometry (stacked sheets of tissue substitutes, solid homogeneous cubes and cylinders) to the complex anthropomorphic phantoms having a high degree of external and internal realism. Water, muscle, lung and other tissue substitutes in solid sheet form, including polystyrene, WT-1, RW-1, RW-3, RM-1 and RL-1 (Constantinou, 1978; Constantinou et al., 1982; Hermann et al., 1985 and 1986; Harder et al., 1989) are commercially available. Anthropomorphic phantoms are also available from several commercial companies. Usually, these are whole body phantoms that have been sectioned to enable measurements of absorbed-dose distributions at planes within the irradiated body using film or thermoluminescent dosimeters. Early body phantoms contained dried human skeletons impregnated with a marrow substitute. The skeletons were not of European origin but were embedded in European-sized bodies. Because of the shortage of human skeletal material, more emphasis is now being placed on the use of artificial skeletons. As two human skeletons are never identical, body phantoms containing human bones will always have different internal geometries and different attenuation properties.
Body phantoms have been designed for national and international comparisons of dosimetric practices in groups of radiotherapy centers. Phantoms for these quality assurance surveys have recently been produced by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) (Gustafsson et al., 1986 ; Johansson and 4. Phantoms in Radiotherapy ... 25 Scrnbo, 1988) (Table B .2.63) and The Institute of Physical Sciences in Medicine (IPSM) in the UK (Thwaites, 1988) (Table B. 
2.37).
Bolus materials were considered in ICRU Report 44 (ICRU, 1989) and further details of available products will not be given in this Report. With most bolus materials, it is extremely difficult to define their geometry and physical dimensions accurately in routine applications. Consequently, only those materials capable of being used with the necessary degree of accuracy should be adopted. Bolus materials should only be used when, for clinical reasons, their use is unavoidable or is beneficial to the treatment. Improper use of bolus may introduce additional dosimetric errors which are clinically unacceptable.
The water substitutes or tissue substitutes used in both dosimetric phantoms and bolus in radiotherapy, should yield absorbed-dose estimations that differ by no more than 1 % from those in water or the body tissues being simulated.
Specifications of the dosimetric phantoms used in radiotherapy are given in Appendix B.
